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By Mike Lewis 
Daily 
staff  writer 
Representatives from
 the Chancel-










answer questions about the Rey
 Cen-
ter cost overruns and the future of 
the project Monday. 
The 
questions  specifically con-
cerned the
 recent Professional Man-
agement  Associates report 
on the 
Rec Center. 
McLennan felt the 
meeting was 
productive. 
"We  did get some good informa-
tion from the meeting," McLennan 
said.' We were able to discuss the 
cost  overruns on a direct level with 
the (California





 the problems cited 




going to address them.** he said. 
The 
report,  released a week 
ago.  
blamed many
 of the problems on 
mismanagement amd 
construction 
changes during the project. 
Shelia 
Chaffin,
 CSU assistant 
vice-chancellor  of physical plan-
ning, claimed the 




concerning  the cost over-
runs. 
"The student representives got a 






According to Chaffin. one of the 
most important ideas discussed in 
the meeting was a strategy concern-
ing the completion of the project. 
"The important thing at this point 
is to keep the contractor busy on the
 
site so the project will 
be done as 
soon as possible," Chaffin said. 
Osiee the project is done,  it can he 
used




 contractor has been told 
that, from our point of view,  more 
people need to be hired to meet the 
construction deadline in the PMA re-
port." The PMA 
report  calls for a 
Rey  Center completion 
date  of De-
cember 1988. 
McLennan is 
unsure  whether the 
completion 
date
 will be met. 
**Although
 in the report PMA 
be 





Paula Hasser. a senior 
majoring  in English. en-
joys 
the sun while reading the last five 
pages  of 
"House Made 
of Dawn" hy the sculpture
 in front 
of the 
Business








became  part of SJSU 
in 1980. A re-
tired art department
 faculty member. Benson
 was 
named President's 
Scholar in 1980 and 
presented  
the piece as his 











Vic  Vogler 
Daily  staff 
writer  
Like many SJSU 
students. Anne 
Licata  spent spring 
break under a 
warm sun. 
Mexico's.  no less. 
But  it wasn't 
Ixtapa,  and she 
wasn't
 sunbathing. 







border as a 
missionary. 
Along





-year -old went 
to Mexicali
 "to fill 




















 "I had to 
conduct 
the  service. It 
was  challeng-
ing because
 I'd never 
done it." To 






 the trip, a 
youth pastor in Danville
 asked mem-
bers  from Christian 
Challenge  Min-
istries Ian East 
San Jose missionary 
group which employs
 Licata part-
time) to act as 
translators
 in Mexi-
cali. When others were unavailable. 
the main translating duties became 
hers. 
Licata hopes to 
someday return to 
help provide












missionary  to manage  
funds,  it's a 
hard
 goal to reach, she 
says. 





 throwing your 
money down a bottomless pit. the 
Area
 high school artists 
display
 works at SJSU 
By Laura M. Lukas 
Daily staff writer 
The artistic talents of area high 
school students will be on 
display
 at 
SJSU through April 21. 
The Eighth Annual High
 School 
Art Exhibition, hosted by 
SJSU's  art 
department, is a 
means  of introduc-
ing the young artists
 to the universi-
ty's art programs, according to Deb-
orah  Kennedy, coordinator of the 
event. 
Kennedy said the exhibition is a 
way of developing and encouraging 
the  young art students. 
By showing their work, the stu-
dents are 
acknowledged as artists, 
she said. 
The high 
school students from the 
Santa Clara 
Valley  School District 
were asked to 
participate  in the exhi-
bition
 in early February. 
Each student is allowed to submit 
Iwo
 pieces of artwork in any of six 




and photography. Kennedy 
said.  
"The  most exciting part
 for the 
students is the awards ceremony," 
Kennedy
 said. 
Donations  from art 
organizations
 
and the local business 
community  
amounting to almost $700 
have
 been 
raised for the awards. 
Prizes 
will
 he presented 
to the best 



































to fish, not give 
them 
a fish." 
No small order. But 
then a life's 
devotion  seldom is. 
When Licata























center  in 
the  spring 19/43,
 students 
used  
the facility less 





than  4.((X)  visits
 and the 








"Students  have 











 director of 
the "language
 
lab."  where students
 can learn 
a foreign language 
and receive 







By Katarina Jonholt 
Daily staff writer 
Remember Judy Weiss, the 
SJSU 
student, who was training for a 
cross-country bike -trek? A hit-and-
run accident Monday left her without 
a bicycle and possibly facing sur-
gery-
"I saw that my bike  was smashed 
and I said goyidammit and I saw 
that rny 
teeth  were out and I said 
'goddammit.' I was mad," said 
Weiss. a senior majoring in occupa-
tional 
therapy.  
Weiss. who lives in 
Santa  
Cruz.  
was climbing a steep 
hill near the 
University of California 
at Santa 
Cruz campus when a gray pickup 
truck made a sudden 
left
 turn in front 





supporter"  of Weiss. 
A passer-by dialed 911 
and Weiss 
was taken to Dominican 
Hospital  
with








 and pains. The nose and 
the elbow may
 need plastic surgery. 
Weiss 
used to "ride up and down 
that hill to get 
in shape. Renauer 
said.
 
In addition to riding
 her bike. 
Weiss also did 
aerobics
 and worked 
out with weights 
to
 prepare for the 
June 6 
bicycle
 trek from Seattle to 
Atlantic
 City. 
Despite her injuries, Weiss said 
she doesn't plan to drop out 
of the 
3.400 -mile tour, which is an annual
 
fundraiser for the 
American Lung 
Association.  
"I would still like to 
do
 it," she 
said. "I 
have
 no broken bones. But 
1'11 be set 





Participants in the 
event pay a 
$150 
registration  fee and commit to 
raising $5,000 for 
the association's 
environmental and quality -of -life 
programs. Weiss has raised $2,500 
through private 
contributions, bingo 
games and other 
events.  
Those who sign up for the trek, 
but fail 
to raise the required amount
 
before the starting date will not be 






 food and 
lodging
 for the 
'Right now I'm just
 
so happy I'm alive. I 
wore my helmet and 
that saved my life.' 
Judy Weiss. 
SJSU student and cyclist 
participants 
during  the 47 -day tour 
and also transports the 
riders' be-
longings.  
Last year. approximately 300 peo-
ple participated and $1.26 million 
was raised. 
Shaw  said. 
Only a week and a half 
before  the 
accident. Weiss had replaced her 15 -






 said Weiss. who admitted
 
the trek isn't her main concern at the 
moment.
 
"I want to get my teeth fixed," 
she said. "I look like a hillbilly. 
"But right now 
I'm just so 
happy 
I'm alive. I wore my 
helmet  and  that 
saved  my life. 
she  said. 
Those  interested
 in contributing 
to 
Weiss'
 tour can send a check 
nava-
ble to the American Lung AAAlk M-
aim. to Judy Weiss, 
19/I 
Kitts/e'. 
Apt. 2. Santa Cru:. Calif 0062. 
Irish professor
 











 don from Northern 
Ireland. 
Proffesor
 John A. 
Murphy,
 arrives here 
today  to talk to 
SJSU 
students  and faculty 
on "Ireland. 
America  and 
Their Constitutions" 
at
 11:30 a.m, in the 
Student  Union 
Almaden  Room. 
Proffesor Murphy, 
who is also a senator 
in Ireland. is 
a professor of 
modern
 Irish history at 
University  College 
in 
Cork. Ireland. 
Being  an expert in 
constitutional  his-




 on Ireland 
today,  Murphy has 
appeared  as a popular 
guest  speaker 
on many college 
campuses  both in the 
United  States and 
Europe. notes Dean 
James Walsh of the 
School of Social 
Sciences. 
Murphy. 61, was 
born in Macroom,
 Ireland, a small
 
town
 outside Cork. 
After obtaining his
 education from 
the 
National University
 of Ireland, he 
built  himself a 
mixture
 of careers  
scholarship  in 
political  activism 
and oratory a. a dynamic speaker -- upon which his 
solid achievements rest. 
According to Walsh. Murphy is an accomplished au-
thor with several 






"Davelia and His Times and "Ireland in the 20th ern -
fury.  
Murphy  is also an Irish 
media  personality.. 
Senator
 Murphy thrilled 
this campus community
 
three years ago about the 
problems  in Northern 
Ireland. 
Last spring,  
according to Walsh. lurphy
 was a guest 
lecturer
 at the 
University  of Notre  Dame 
in Indiana. 





perspectives of the constitutional developments in the 
United 
States and Ireland. 
According to "The World Almanac and Flysik of 
Facts 11988 edition). Ireland broke "11$ from British 




rebellion in 1916 to 
es.  





 a as 
followed
 by. " savage 
repression**
 and
 hitter guerrilla 
See 









April  8 
By Kara 
Myers  




April 8 for 
"Warren,
 a play about 
a gay man who
 contracts AIDS. This
 
is the first time 




 academic senator 





play,  written by Rebecca 
Ranson, is the tree -life story 
about  
the author's friend who died 
from  
the disease. It has been performed
 all 
across the country since 
1985 and 
has
 played for a year in Los Angeles. 
"The message is how it IAIDSI
 
affects the family  how 
it brings 
out the best in the family." Walters 
said. "Everyone who has read the 
script so far has
 cried." 
"I defy anyone to see it and not he 
moved 
by it," Director Michael 




 kleenex will be sold 
in the lobby 
during
 the performance. 
The play, which will run April 21-
24, is 
a benefit for Santa Clara 
County 
Minority AIDS Project. 
Ills
 
nonequity  show presented 
emireli. 
by SJSU students and
 funded by As-
sociated 
Students,
 Walters said. 
Walters is the




 deal so much 
with the disease 
as with the emotions 
connected with it . ' Walters
 said. 
"AIDS 
























































and  a sense 
of 
well-being  






























by the Department of Journalism
 











helmet law is a 
somplex issue. 
so 













 of lives lost every
 day in motorcy-
cle accidents 
make
 laws that 
require
 motorcyclists 






It will take 
less time to read 
this than to 
make
 a 
coffin, so hear with me. . . 
The 







Consider your face 
encountering  a large. 
dense  object such
 as 
the pavement), while 
vat ening anywhere 
. from 







 encounter,  with 
your
 
head  covered by 
a shell designed to 
spread the force of an 
impact
 over
 a wider area, and 
absorb  much of the 
impact's energy. 
The difference a helmet makes in a crash is the 
equivalent that a bullet-proof vest makes
 in a shoot-
out. No safety det. ice is perfect. encompassing all 
possible impacts. hut a helmet definitely improves 
the survival rate of any rider unlucky 
enough  to be 









 wearing a helmet, they must be wearing 















 is it 
uncool  to wear 
a 
helmet,  riding 
iacket. gloves.  and other safety 
equipment.  Many 
!riders
 use their 
helmets.to 
illustrate  style =din& 
iduality.
 as wellas  for protection. 
So vs hat's the problem'? 
Ah. yes - No one likes the word mandatory. 
The mere mention of the word 
smacks  of infringe-
ment upon one's personal rights. 
Dorothy. wake up. 
Laving in a world that is 
inhabited  with people 
mean, compromise and the 
necessity
 for laws. 
Contrary to paranoid opinion,  a 
mandatory
 helmet 





Remember when your mother told you to dress 





picked up oft the floor? She did so because she 
cared,
 and 




I know of too 
many incidents in 
which motor,
 
:cle riders have 
escaped





 to not support Floyd's bill.  






was thrown from a truck di-
ectly in front of me. It bounced harmlessly off 
my
 
taceplate.  thanks to my 
helmet.  Replay 
the  same 
situation without my helmet. and I could have be-
come a freeway statistic. 
It has been said that eight out of every nine 
mo-
softy de fatalities involve riders 
who  were not 
wearing
 a helmet. Forget specific  figures,  more 
people
 die in 
accidents
 because they were not wear-
ing
 a helmet . 
think about it. 






















letter is in 
response to Herb 
Muktarian's letter concerning the 
National  Rifle Association. First. I 
would like to 
pay  a compliment to 
Mr. Muktarian; this is probably the 
first 
time in history that an American 
of 
Mexican  decendency has 
been
 
called a "gun -toting, tobacco -spit-
ting . 
. . redneck." This is 
quite  a 
compliment




It seems that the "bleeding-heart
 
liberals"




what  the original intent
 of the 
Second Amendment 
actually  is. To 
clarify "their" misconceptions I 
suggest they look back to the history 
of
 the amendment and especially the
 
concern in Federalist #46 about the 
uniqueness 
of this basic right; the ad-
vantage of 
being armed,  which you 
posess over the 
prople of almost 
every other
 




Madison and the Found-
ers showed their 
utmost trust in the 
people of 
America.
 by granting them 
a "unique 
right,"









 the Founding Fa-
thers realized that governments 
could become
 tyranical and that
 the 
hest
 protection of the people against 
a 
tyranical
 regime would he pos-
ession of arms. 
Madison's view




 even those who ac-
tually opposed the 
Constitution. Pat-
rick Henry said 
"the full principle is 
that every man be 
armed.  Everyone 
who  is able may 
have
 a gun." And 





strued . . to prevent the people of 
the 
United States who are 
peaceable 
citizens
 from keeping and 
bearing 
arms.''  
Although this is only a brief his-
torical 
account  of a "much -che-










understand,  rather than distort or de-
stroy it. The Founding Fathers 
trusted the citizens of the United 
States to establish a government "of 
the people, by the people and for the 
people," and assume certain respon-
sibilities concerning the rights 
granted to the citizens. So, could it 
not be possible that a more profound 
education about firearms and a bit 
more "discretion" by parents con-
cerning toy guns is needed, and not 
the abolishment of water pistols. 
What these "bleeding-heart liber-
als" want to do is to preserve the 
"right to bear 
arms" to themselves 
exclusively. 
The Daily should in-
quire about the number of firearms 
owned by the San Jose 
Chief of Po-
lice,
 Joe McNamara  the 
biggest  




Yet, I am positive that with 
the 
first indication of a tyranny in the 
United States, each one of these 
bleeding-heart liberals" will be-
come a "gun -toting, tobacco -spit-
ting . . .redneck." The right of the 
people to "bear arms" is a specific 
right granted by the amended United 
States Constitution. And until the 
"bleeding-heart
 liberals" decide to 
change it, it will be considered "the 
Supreme Law of 
the land." 
John R. Loera 
Graduate Student
 















 you think 
it's
 fair that 
moto-
rized horse riders 
have
 to wear a hel-
met since
 us tin box 





freedom  of 
choice is gone
 in America. 
It has 
been on its way
 out the door ever 
since the population 
has sprung up. 
More
 people means 
more  abusers, 
suers,  rulers and 
regulators.  (Ever 
heard 
of a certain 
biccycleiskate-
board  regulation?) 
You
 state that the 
public is so 
overwelmingly  opposed 
to
 this law. 
What
 public? The older
 generation? 






oppose  this law. 
You also state 
that
 a certain sen-




argue  that the manda-
tory seat belt law 
infringes  on our 
rights? Our choice
 whether we 
wanted to live or 
die, stay able or 
disabled in an 
accident  was for-
feited.  
In fact.
 when I 
heard  that they 
were going 
to make us 
wear seat 
belts.
 I said, "Hey, what
 about mo-
torcycle 
riders?"  I've seen 
and heard 
of 
five  accidents 
where  the rider
 died 




 the friend I 
knew 
whose
 eye met 
Mr.  Rock. 
Could  
these 
people  have been 
saved if they 
had worn 
a helmet. I 
don't  know. 
hut at least 
it
 would have 
given  them 
a chance. Do 
rethink your 
question:  
"In  the face of these





against  the 
will  of the 
rider'?" 
Last and least, you idealize 
motor-
cycle riding portrayed in the movie 
"Easy Rider" 
as the ultimate in 
freedom. Well, honey, wake
 up. 
I've seen the guys who scream
 along 
 
Skyline Road only to end up doing
 a 
tango with an oak tree, the 
guys
 who 
zip,  zip, zip through the 
inching  
metal boxes end up being sliced in 
half by a cable from a tow truck 
winch,  the guys who saddle up on 
the twin -cam, turbo-charged, water-
cooled,
 four- val ve -per-cyl inder 
Honda only to twist the accelerator 
and flip over. Have you seen the 
couple 
going  to Santa Cruz: hair 




 I have, and 
their sunglasses don't
 protect them. 
Should they have to wear hel-
mets? No. they  should also be 
decked out in leather from 
fingernail  
to toenail no matter what the 
temper-
ature, just like a highway patrol mo-
torcycle officer I met who had
 lived 
through 20 years. I've learned to live
 
with the rules made because
 of other 
people's abuses, so you
 can too. Re-
member, we live in a country where 
suicide is illegal. 












 to Patrick 
Grandy's
 letter to the editor,
 specif-
ically
 his comments 
on the 
relationship
 of sexual 
orientation  to 
ability
 for leadership. 
He states that he 
does not believe 
that
 homosexuals
 should he 
"dis-
criminated 
against.  in any way," 
yet. 
in closing he 
says "we need 
to take a 
person's 
sexual  orientation 
into con-
sideration
 prior to electing
 them to a 
governing
 office." 
If they should not 
be discrimi-
nated





 make? For 
that
 matter, why 
should
 it concern 
anyone 









disintegration  within 
our 
society. I hope 
Partick  plans on 
taking  Sociology 
172 as part of his 
undergraduate  work. 
It might en-
lighten him on the facts












1 ant writing in 
response  to Dave 
Lanson's (March 22) article. 1 dis-
agree  with two 





 action in 
Honduras
 and his de-
scription
 of the 
protesters



















mindset. It was the
 
Sandinistas who 




the Arias Peace 
Plan  (also signed by 
Honduras and the 
Contras)  and then 
violated it by invading 
Honduras  and 
attacking the Contras. 
Mr. 
Lanson  described the protes-
ters in San
 Francisco as patriotic, 
caring people 
who  "actually give 
a 
damn about this country."
 Well. 
Mr.
 Lanson. on Saturday 
(March  19) 
these 




 an American flag.
 These 
protesters 









fires,  and 




 by the pro-
testers
 show that they 










realize  and respect 
Lanson's  
First Amendment
 right to express his 
views.
 I only wish 
the next time 
he 
writes them with an 
open mind and 













































































































 not a 
creature  
















The  Rec 
Center  
continued
 to be 




hordes  of 
Dave  Lanson 
hate -
letters 








 seem to 
have  made a 
full-
time career
 out of 
attacking  the 





 any such 
tri-
fling matters









































 so that 
learning may take 
place. Students 
need  to be able to 
to state an 
opinion,  stand for a 
cause and fight for
 
what they think
 is right. 
In the midst of the
 Vietnam -era, 
SJSU,  like 
many other 
universities









 you needn't worry
 
about rebellious,
 unruly students 






 care. They haven't
 the ability to 









 last semester 
how  difficult it 
is
 to orga- ie 
nize a 
protest  at SJSU. 
After  the alleged 
harras-
sment 
of a Chicano 
minority  by Henry
 Orbach, 
manager
 of parking and
 traffic 
operations,
 the ) 
group decided to 
rally in front of 
Tower  Hall and 
demand
 that he he 
asked  to step 
down.  The group 
became
 upset last 
semester  after 
Orbach
 allegedly 
called  a MEChA 




Before the group held the protest. Gutierrez 
alerted
 the media from San Jose to 
San  Francisco. 
She told them that 
hundreds  of protestors would be 
participating in 
the rally. But she must 
have
 forgot-
ten to mail out the invitations, 
because  only 15 pro-
testors attended. 
The  media actually outnumbered 
the 
protestors in attendance. One news camaraman.
 
who  drove all the way from San Francisco. packed 
his things 
muttering.  "this is a joke." Other 
news 




 the only ones to underesti-
mate the strength 
of
 the protest. President Fullerton 
overreacted by 
calling  in the riot police. It was ac-
tually officers from the 
University  Police Depart-
ment who had traded 
their  shorts in for the day and 
dressed up in 
riot masks, pads, and boots. They 
were stationed in Tower Hall
 and ready to use their 
shields and clubs if any of 





 San Jose State being a large minority 
school, the low turnout of students was be-
wildering. Had this incident occured dur-
ing the Vietnam era, at least 100 people would  have 
backed Gutierrez in her protest. Perhaps students 
chose instead to go to the beach. 
Here's another baffling situation that has re-
ceived little or no interest on campus. The Spartan 
Daily has received no letters to the editor either en-
dorsing or lambasting Jim Walters, A.S. director of 
academic affairs -elect, who has been diagnosed as 
having the AIDS virus. The fear of AIDS has 
gripped the country, erupting into widespread de-
bate and mass confusion everywhere but at this 
campus.
 
SJSU has only succeeded in producing a bunch 
of milquetoasts, who are incapable of using their 
cerebral cortex for 
anything
 more than 
as
 a stopper 
to keep the wind from whistling through their
 ears. 
Julie 
Rogers  is the news editor. 
Artist's  Ren-







 like to hear 






































 may be 
edited  for length 
or 
libel.








 The Daily 
reserves 
the right
 to limit the 
number




 amount of 
comment has appeared. 




major,  phone number
 and class level. 
Deliver 
letters  to the 
Daily office
 on 































The first of I ,-
300 
additional

















 to arrive late 
Tuesday
 







































 a telephone interview































party  leader's 





 the house "and
 are virtually 
incommunicado 




The  Health 
Ministry
 statement 















real danger to the health of our peo-
ple."
 
The ministry maintained  that tests showed U.S. 
military 
personnel  show a high rate of acquired im-
mune deficiency syndrome, a fatal disease that can be 
transmitted
 by sexual contact.
 
"Knowing their clinical history, we can do no 
less than 
exhort  our population to abstain from having 
any intimate 
contact with these soldiers." the 
statement
 said. 
The United States has begun screening 
military 
personnel  for exposure
 to the virus that 
causes  AIDS. 
The Pentagon 
reported
 in February that about
 3,000 
of
 some 2 million 
active




 the virus. 
The Pentagon said last 
week
 it was sending the 
additional
 soldiers to bolster 10,500 
U.S. troops and 
installations 
used to protect the 
Panama  Canal. 
The decision 
followed  five weeks of unrest









Panamanian  Defense 
Forces.
 No-
riega is the power behind
 the civilian government.
 He 
is under 
indictment in the 






 a military -run 
newspaper,  told its 
readcrs
 Sunday, 
"Panamanians  must 
prepare them -
sets 
ip reject the invasion.
-
Hijackers  
seize  Kuwaiti 
747 
NICOSIA. 





commandeered  a Kuwaiti
 Airways 
jumbo jet with
 112 people 
aboard,
 forced it to land
 in 
Iran and threatened 
to
 blow it up. 
Three members of Kuwait's royal
 Al -Sabah fam-
ily and one passenger with 
an
 American passport re-
portedly were aboard the Boeing 747, which was hi-
jacked to Mashhad in northeastern Iran on a flight
 
from 
Bangkok to Kuwait. 
Kuwait urged Iran to handle the incident 




Iran first denied the plane permission to land, but 
reversed its decision when the pilot said the jet was 
running out of fuel, said Iran's official Islamic Re-
public News Agency. 
IRNA said the hijackers demanded fuel, but it was 
not known 
what  their other demands were. IRNA said 
the hijackers threatened to blow 
up the aircraft if 
"any 
person
 should attempt to approach it." 
Prime Minister 
Hussein Musavi of Iran told Teh-
ran Radio he was 
trying to "resolve the incident
 




 on board." 
Deposed governor
 
glad nightmare is 
over
 
PHOENIX, Ant. (API - 
Evan
 
Mecham  was convicted on impeach-
ment
 charges and removed as 
gover-
nor in a finale to IS months of na-
tional ridicule that began the week 
the political outsider took office. 
"I
 feel relieved  that this
 night-
mare is over," Republican Sen. 
Greg Lunn said Monday 
after 










of his office. 
Mecham.,




 the Arizona 
Senate  voted 21-9 to 
convict him 
of trying to obstruct an 















later,  Mecham 
smiled  
and told 
reporters.  "Well,  
they don't 
like my 
politics, so we finished
 a po-
litical trial: it's 
as simple as that." 
The 
30 -member Senate defeated. 
17-13,
 a motion to bar Mecham 
from  
holding 
any public office 
again.  
making it unclear
 whether he will be 
permitted to 







There  is no precedent and the 
matter probably 
will be decided 
by 
the courts. said












"Let us purge our 







 "I did 
not  ask for 
this  
burden.
 But I 
do 
not  shrink
 from the 
job before me...  
Mecham
 faces an 
April  21 crimi-
nal trial 




















next,  including 
whether  he 
will appeal





 know in 
a 
couple.  three 
days."  he said.
 
Mecham 
was  removed 
less
 than a 
week after








and hate. I did not 
ask for this burden. 
I 
do not shrink from 
the job before 
me.'
 













 sales his 






 gentlemen. Governor 
Mecham has struck 
out." 
Demo-
cratic Sen. Jesus "Chuy" Higuera 
said as he voted for conviction on the 
two counts. 
"The
 only defense 
that we have 
heard  is ignorance of 
the
 law," Hi 
guera
 said. "The 
citizens of this 
state  will not tolerate
 this evil insen 
sitivity to the (Arizona)
 Constitution 
































On his fifth try for governor, 
Mecham was elected in 1986 in a 
three-way 
race







first day in 
office  by canceling a 
Martin
 Luther
 King holiday for 
state 




created  by his Democratic pre-
decessor, Bruce
 Babbitt. He subse-
quently 
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 -- A state 
Senate 
committee  has approved 
leg-
islation











lieve  that a 
parent
 has been 
exposed
 
to the deadly disease. 
The measure, 
SH2844, by Sen. 
John  Seymour. R
-Anaheim,
 cleared 
the Senate Judiciary Committee on 
Monday.
 




 an infant  for AIDS 
without
 con-
sent of the parent when a baby shows 
symptoms  of the disease or when 
health care officials reasonably be-
lieve  the parent has been 
exposed  to 
the 
disease  through high risk 
activ-
ities,
 such as 






refusing  to 









carrying  the 
virus."  
Seymour 








 drug addicts, are 
inci,
 
abandoning their children at the 
hos-
pital. making it nearly impossible for 
the medical
 care 
providers to obtain 
consent
 to test the 
babies."
 
He said that if a 
baby tests positise 
for the 












administered  and regu-
lar illnesses must receive immediate 
medical attention. 
Victim  perishes 
fulfilling  death 
wish 
SAN DIEGO AI' \ 
old AIDS victim 
who  
sive injuries in a 
six -car accident vs as 
acting out a death 
wish, his friends 
say.  
Paul James Curry, a resident of a 
Hillcrest apartment complex for vic-
tims of acquired immune deficiency 
syndrome. died Sunday from inju-





















 excellent start to a 
challenging




Officer. We offer 
great 
starting pay, medical care, 30 
days
 of 
vacation  with 





Contact  an 
Air 
Force  
recruiter.  Find out what 
Officer
 
Training  School  can 
mean 
for 








-Mgb../Mign SM....a dig, 








If this sounds all 
loo familiar, then 
you'd better get 
familiar  with 
us! Let
 Kaplan prepare you
 for 
the  LSAT, 






 CBEST, NCLEX, BAR or CPA exams 
Call! Deep
 down, you know
 you can lest 
better  So do we 
1KAPLAN 
STANLEY N.KAPLAN EDUCATIONAL CENTER LTD 





14151977  IIIS 70 
MAGNOLIA AVENUE LARKSPUR 
(415)377 0841 300 HAMILTON AVENUE
 PALO WO 
(415)546-4100 SO FIRST STREET SAN 
TRANCISCO  
(707)379-5315 475 HILT STREET RENO 















CALL NOW TO RESERVE 
YOUR SPACE! 
011 Y% 1111 .1110111er




'Three people sustained minor in-
juries and live other vehicles were 
damaged in the accident. 








he died," lid 





patient  who 
de-
clined to give his last name. "He 
was in pain. physically and emotion-












Manicures   
 Pedicures 
 Artificial NailA 
and Wraps 


























* Help decide where to 
allocate 
thousands








Holding a position on the 
RELATED ACTIVITIES FEE ADVISORY COMMMEF 
will help you gain financial experience and 
management
 tecniques. 
* Make next Fall's 
Homecoming  a BLAST. 
There  is a position opening  for
 the 
HOMECOMING COMMITTEE CHAIR 
who decides what events and activities 
will be held homecoming week. 






 more information, go to the A.S. Office 
(3rd floor, Student Union)
 or cat 924-6240 
* Deadline to apply is April 14th. * 
*********












 automotive aftermarket 




We are looking for people who
 would like to grow with 
us and feel they'd 
fit  the 
qualifications
 to become part 
of our winning team
 We can offer an exciting 
future  
to the right individuals









must have the ability to 
work
 morn-
ing. evening and 
weekend  hours. 



















 and effective 
communication skills. 
In addition loan
 outstanding benefit 
package.  we offer 
tuition 
reimbursement  and a profit 
sharing  program 
Individuals
 interested
 in an exciting future with 
KRAGEN AUTO 








1601 Decoto Road 
Union  City, CA 
An Equal 
Opportunity















































Brown,  the 
coach he 
once called "a 
little 
man  with a big 
mouth."
 
Manning chose the mouth in-
stead 
of
 the money, and be-
cause he did Brown and Kansas 
are the NCAA champions. 
The 
6-fix4-10 senior carried 
the Jayhawks to an 83-79 vic-
tory over Oklahoma Monday 
night in a virtuoso MVP perfor-
mance  that was a 
microcosm  of 
his four years at 
Kansas.  
His line in the box score tells 
the story: 31 points, IR re-





"This wasn't a gift," Man-
ning said of Kansas' first na-
tional championship since 





and capitalized on all of them 
to get this far." 
Injuries  and academic 
prob-
lems 
stripped  Kansas' 
starting 
lineup
















 seen all 
that happened.























 Same day 
service  
 Plant
 on premises 
 NO LIMIT! 







 Hill Rd. 
at Pearl next 




7am  - 7pm 
Saturday




(Expires  1/10/ks 


























Although  none 
of
 the entrants 
were 
being  taken for granted, SJSU 
had considered
 




The  Spartan judo team 
took the title






















 first time in three years. 
SJSU's varsity 




State at the 
U.S. Judo National Collegiates. 
No less 
than
 13 Spartan athletes 
participated in the March 26 tourna-
ment,  held at SJSU
 in the 
men's  
gymnasium, winning two and plac-
ing in another three of the sport's 
seven weight divisions. 
John 
Kawamoto,
 Mike Manning 
and 
Yoshio  Okamoto 
fought
 in indi-
vidual  competition at 132 pounds. 
with Kawamoto and Manning plac-
ing second and third. respectively. 
Olympic -bound 
Kevin  Asano, 
normally a I32 -pound entrant, was 
ineligible to compete with his team 
because of his preparation for the 
Summer Olympics in Seoul. 
South 
Korea. 
SJSU swept the I43 -pound weight 
class with a first  place win by Albert 
Acena. 
Student athletes Steve Kyrama-
rios. Jerry Guay. Phillip Uyesato. 










a second place 
finish. while Uyesato 
and Guay tied for
 third. 
Dan Natant) won at 
156  pounds, 
his win 
supported  by 
fellow  team 























was,  like 
Asano, 
ineligible  for 
the  all -day 
tournament  













































We are berry proud 
0. 
to 




LOTS AND LOTS OF 
BERRIES
   
IN "BERRIOUS" WAYS 
 
offered

































































SPEAKER: CHANNING WALKER 
A member of the 
Christian  
















  Daily staff 
photographer  
Edward 
Nakao,  right, won in 
his











You may be 
eligible to have up to 
$8,000 of 
your
 student loans assumed
 by the state of 
 California
 if you plan 




















































































 TO $10.00 
PER HOUR
 
IlamIdm Sun Thur,,, 




Minutes  or S3 OW 
0
 
16.oz  Bottles 75c 
S,ive 
2000



















 16 2item pizza from Dominos PIZZ,1,111,1 
$1050, 
Additional  items
 extra Sales tax included 
0, 
per pizza Not valid 





Expires in Iwo weeks 
Fast, Fre* Dellvory 
' 
510 S 10th St 
San Jose 






















 staff writer 
Mars baseball 
team broke a 
three
-game  losing  
streak with a 3-0 
victory 





a non -conference game 
Monday
















distance for the 




 improving his record
 to 
Leading the 
Spartans in the offen-
sive department 
was  third baseman 
Eric 
Ne.lson  who 
went 3 -for -4 scor-
ing once and knocking






23-19  after Tuesday's 10-4 win 
over 
Cal State Hayward. First 
baseman  
Fernando 
Viera  extended his hitting 
streak to 12 games
 going 3 -for -5 
with 
two doubles 
and a RBI. For a 
complete report of this game
 see 










 fair so well in 
its 
first  
week in conference play.
 The Spar-
tans started off their PCAA season 








The next day. the Spartans were 














 in the final 
game
 of.  
the series. 
a 13-10 victory over the 
Anteaters.  By taking two out of three 
from Irvine. the Spartans won their 
first conference 
series  of the season. 
UC-Davis then came to town on 
March 29 for 
a non -conference game 
at Municipal Stadium 
and the Spar 
tans 







 I AP)  
Seven-

















 rules are 
very
 clear and 
they've












were  broken 







Wolves,  who have won 
three straight
 East Bay Athletic
 
League 
championships,  will 
now  compete with 
junior var-






























31 -April 2. 
The Rebels swept the  
series, beat-
ing SJSU 
8-6. 4-0. 3-2. temporarily
 
ending SJSU's 
winning  ways. 
"We 
should  









were in a 
position  to 
win 
all 
three.  We did
 not hit with
 runners 
on base,













Samuel and freshman 
Donnie Rea all
 went the distance in 
their games against
 UNLV. Even 
though the team was
 swept. SJSU 
outhit 
the  Rebels 
24-22.  
"We  didn't hit all that well," Pi-
raro





























Fresno's  overall 




 for the 
Fresno
 series 





 Samuel (2-4.  3.20), 
and 
Rea (3-1,  
2.80).  




has 11 hits and nine 





has committed on4 
one error in 99 
chances and leads all starters 
with a .990 fielding percentage Ar-
hibald has 59 strikeouts in Mt 2 innings. Ar-
chibald had set a season 
goal
 of 100 stikeouis
 
prior to the start of the season 
His 
careen, 



































































































































Jeff  Elder 
Daily 
staff  writer 
SJSU's 
men's  golf 
squad  appears 









 in 27 
years
 after 









 Spartans finished first in a field of 26 
teams  in 
the 42nd Annual Western 
Intercollegiate
 Golf Tour-
nament, hosted by SJSU at the 
Pasatiempo Golf Club  
in Santa Cruz from
 March 28-30. 
Among  the competitors were West





beat everybody on the West Coast. said 
Coach Dick Schwendinger. "Now we know we can 
compete with all the hest teams. This makes us a 
likely NCAA hid." 
The national
 championships  







Spartans.  titio,hinv 
I liii  
all and shooting 72 on the final day of competition. 
Jetter had a chance to tie for third as he came to 
the 18th hole. 
But when Schwendenger told him par would give 
SJSU the team victory. Jetter elected to play it sate 
and captured the team
 
victory for the 
Spartans. 
Jetter wasn't sure 
if he would ever he 
able  to play 
golf again
 when an injury
 to his left arm 
sidelined  hilly 
several 
years  ago. 
But
 last week he 
played  well enough 
to put the 
Spartans in 
good
 position to 
vie 




and  other tough 
squads




















March  25 
and 26. 
"It  was a 
good 
























e.p.t.  stick 
test. It's 
the fast and easy 
way to find 
out if you're 
pregnant.  Or not. And 
you find 
out  in private. 
If 
the stick turns 
pink, 
you're  
pregnant.  lin 
stays 
white, 




If you have 
any  
questions about
 e.p.t., call 
us toll free 1.8151-562-0266.
 
In New Jersey,
 call collest 
(201) 540-2458. 
e.p.t. The first and 
most 
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cant




 %au shop. 111.11 1111,1
 ii, Thailand  
1411tiller
 iotiie bus nig a .11 
oral slur! so Jilting 
and Art 
its the
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weekend  beat, 
it's















really like the 











Boring. says Oreschak, because 




























































"This is one of 
the few jobs 
that, 
when you do it right,  people 





people safe,  
hut they don't 































check the backseat 
of the 










knives."  Oreschak 




 since much  




 feel kind of naked without 





 in it, do 
reports 
in'd live 
in it for eight 
hours."
 
Oreschak also said the car was 
Me a home. 
: 
"I'm  




illy office to work out 
of."
 Ores-
iliak said. "It's just a little differ -
C lit 
because  
it's on four 
wheels."  
 
Within  a 
mile of the campus
 is 
"considered the primary 
enforce-
ment area, or the area that the offi-
, ,ers do 


















 we have:' Oreschak said. 
'People  don't
 think we can 
do
 
anything to them if they aren't on 
campus so they 
laugh us oft'. I 




used to get on my 
neres. hut 
now











 police officer 
Officers  
on the force
 all have 
particular items that bother them 
and for which they.  will ticket 
under any circumstances. The offi-
cers 













Oreschak. Ito has a disabled 
father. 
will
 ticket cars parked in a 
disabled  /one without the proper
 




"I'm death on some things." 
Oreschak said. "I give parking vi-
olators a ticket in almost every in-
stance because there are big signs 
saying not to enter and they do 
anyway.
 I think they've been 





is thieves, especially 
those 
target-






"We  look at 
what's hest for everybody . If 







won't  get a ticket. It's the spirit of 
the law rather




can sa% e violators 
money..
 but not always.
 
"Some people talk their way 




attitude has a lot to 
do 
with it .' ' Oreschak 
said.  "It 
doesn't matter what they did, if 
they act like 
they  could care less 
that
 they broke
 a law, 
they'll  get a 
ticket." 










they make a decision. 
In comparison
 to the 
San  Jose 
Police 
Department.  both 
Oreschak 











tions:* Noreiga said. 
"SJPD is competitive 
and they 
do it by the hook,"
 Oreschak said. 
"They use no 
discretion.  We're 
much more people -orientated." 
For anyone who's gotten a 
ticket, it may not seem they're all 
that people -orientated. 
Some people attempt to 
get  off 
, by offering sexual favors or money 
or 









"That stuff doesn't change my 
mind," said Oreschak,  who 
is 





Since the campus is the main 
portion of the beat, 
most of the 
time is spent
 there. 
"One time I found a guy 
who 
had pitched a 
tent by the Music 
Building," said 
Noreiga.  "An-
other guy I caught was
 kicked back 
with a bottle of J.D. and a radio 
plugged in 
next
 to Wahlquist Li-
brary." 
Noreiga said officers try to look 
fir 
people  "who don't belong and 
are obviously not students." 
A problem with this particular 
campus, Oreschak said, is the apa-
thy. 
"It's really frustrating because 
many people just don't call in or 
they 
wait  five hours and say that 
they 
were
 robbed and they just 
wanted us to know," Oreschak 
said. "Oh, well thanks for telling 
us. What are we supposed to do 
five hours after the fact? There is 
virtually no chance of us catching 
them." 
Problems are the business of 
UPD officers
 and 
even  more so 
for 
those working 
the weekend beat. 
But for them, 
it's  just another part 
of the job. 
"Hey,  you just got to have a 
sense of humor," 
Noreiga
 said. 











 Robert Noreiga, lat. and Mike Oreschak ticket the drivers of an illegally 
















































next  spring, she 
hopes  
It)











 she wants 
















































































 I was kind
 of wild 
before.
 I was 
raised 
Catholic  and 
I was 
somewhat  
familiar  with 
the 
Bible. 
God put a 









 to make a decision 
which way
 I was going
 to live  
either for
 him or for 
myself. 
. . I 






 . . . I 












 felt she was 
living 




faith led the 
student 
to
 missionary work. 
"I told God I'd go where 
he 
wanted me to," 
she says. "A few 
months later. I considered be-




Closer to home. Licata has 
worked
 for Christian Challenge 
Ministries in East
 San Jose for the 
past two years. The group 
helps 
provide food, clothing, low-in-
come 
housing,  and "love and at-
tention. 
"I'm mostly a youth worker 
teaching Bible study, coaching 
softball,
 and camp counseling," 
she 
says, adding that much of her 
time 
is spent talking with the kids 
and answering their questions. 
Before beginning her graduate
 
work  at SJSU last fall, Licata
 
graduated from Westmont Col-
lege in Santa Barbara with a 
bachelor's degree in religious 
studies.  Westmont 
sponsored  her 
first four missions. Azusa 
Pacific  
University provided 
for the last 
one. 
If she reaches her career
 goal. 
Licata
 will live in what is now a 
war -torn 
country.  
Yet  she doesn't
 




Christian,  I know I'm 
supposed to give all of 
myself to 
God," she explains. "I'm ex-
cited.
 I love doing it." 
The strength of Licata's faith 
extends to 





 have a family 
and 
get 
married."  she proclaims. "I 
just want to put
 it in God's hands. 
. . He'll do it when He thinks 
t s 
right.










little levity has been a 
hallmark at PSA. 
But the commuter 
airline's new 
parent.  USAir, is low-
ering the curtain 
on
 one PSA feature: 
stand-up routines
 by flight atten-
dants. 
For example. on a 
recent  flight 
from San Jose to 








and  gentlemen." 
Ms. 
McDougall  said, "We'd 
like
 to wel-
come you aboard 
Flight 1733 on our
 
way to Seattle." 
Following
 a panicky 
gasp




 added: "Just 
kidding. I 
wanted  to see 
if you were 
listening." 
Ms. 





 go for 
such 
laughs,  was on a roll. 
"If you 
are traveling with 
infants
 





 your mask 
on 
first, then assist 








 for those of you 
who have not been
 in a car since 
1962. we're going 




 seat belts." 
But the 
managers
 of Arlington. 
Va.-based USAir
 are not amused, 
and this week is Ms. 
McDougall's 
last as a kidder. USAir 
is completing 
a $385 
million  takeover of PSA. 
PSA, 
which  has smiles painted on 
the noses of its
 jets, believes that a 
light touch is 
helpful.  said Shen-) 






310 c. Third St. 
295-4336  









  Jesse 
Jackson faced 
a big crowd of farmers 
in this 
northern  Wisconsin town, al-
most all of them white, and the black 
presidential  candidate tackled 
their  
racial  difference 
head-on.  
"There were three 
farmers out in 
Iowa debating 
this issue of race," 
the 
Democratic
 hopeful began. 
"They said, 'You know, we found 
out something  Jesse Jackson is 
black." 
Jackson smiled. "Well, you all 




for  a long time." 
But 
that's just the beginning of the 
story. 
Race is an issue in the 1988 
Dem-
ocratic presidential race,  
seen by 
many as one of the major
 roadblocks 
between Jackson and
 a spot on the 
national ticket. 
Poll after poll has 
shown a 
substantial number of 
Americans 
uneasy  about a black 
president.
 




Genentech, Inc., a leader in the 
field of biotechnology, is hiring 
Manufacturing Technical 
Operators for Fermentation and 
Product Recovery. 
Successful candidates will have 
2-4 years of 
undergraduate  
education,
 demonstrate a me-
chanical aptitude and be able to 
follow  detailed written Instructions. 
A strong desire to work and the 
ability to perform repetitive proce-
dures both efficiently 
and  
accurately are also required. 
The production of large-scale 
suspended cell
 cultures Involves 
the following: media and buffer 
preparation; cleaning and 
sterilizing of equipment; operation 
of fermenters,
 filtration systems 
and purification columns. All 
operations are to be performed 
per S.O.P. while following GMP 
and company safety guidelines. 
Shlftwork 
is
 required; graveyard 
positions
 predominantly available 
Genentech offers an excellent 
salary and benefits package and 
believes strongly in providing 
opportunities for personal growth 




Human Resources Dept. 2519 
Genentech, Inc. 
460 Point San Bruno Blvd 

































Jostens  Gold 
Sale. For 
one  week 
only.  Order 
and save 
on the gold
 nng of 




























 for full details 
See our
 
wmplete  ring 
seler  
bon  on 































 that he 




























 to call 
it, which




 but is 
a minority
 




if he is nominated,
 it 
goes 
without saying he cannot win. But 
everyone is overplaying 
the  fact that 
he would be a liability because he is 
black."










because his views are radical." 
He said 
Jackson  "is 
the  only inter-
esting  candidate





expanding  his 




 of black 
voters,
 
taking  up to 22 
percent  of the 
white  
vote in the 











farmers,  students and 
blue-
collar workers. 
Part of the change has come as he 
has shifted his 
message.  
In 1988. Jackson has
 emphasized 
his economic message over the so-
cial justice theme 
that was the cen-
terpiece of his 1984 campaign. 
The  
1984 rhetoric of "We don't want 
welfare:  we don't want workfare; we 
want our share'.  has 
changed  only in 
the final phrase for 1988:
 "We want 




 hard after 1984 to 
broaden 
his  circle of advisers and
 to 
build support 
among groups he had 
failed 
to court successfully. He la-
bored to 
make




watched us grow in this ' 




 and move . 
on to moral 
higher ground,"
 he said  
at Amery. 
The civil 
rights  leader, 
one of the 
most  
eloquent 


















 at Amery, Jack- . 
son's story of the
 
Iowa
 farmers  
another staple in his 
speeches  
drew the appreciative response of a 
fable 
























 must be 
full-time








Junior Status in the 


























































2 00"." from Korea Our 
Sweet  Days of 
Youth  
10 
30  from New














 Butterfly and Flowers
 







































































































said two-thirds of 
,I 







are caused because the pt-
, 
ri ire not trained to deal with 
ihcin 
Tanner's flying skills were 
noi known. 
I I John Dashner of the Orinda 




 itist alter p m . not 
Iii I rom 





























51,  who 





Saratoga:  and 
Toot 
Swarner. 





























































The crash occurred 







U.S. Highway 101. five 
miles 







 STATE SPECIALS 
"Friendly local service while you're at school." 




Inspection  is FREE on most 
ars with 
purchase  01 
Oil Change 










 Old Oil 
 Install New 




























Standard ignition $5 extra 
6 MONTH 6000














OPEN 7:30 A.M. 
MONDAY THRU 
FRIDAY 










the 13th West 




Moscone  Center  
San  Francisco, CA 
Computers  of 
all  brands, software 
programs,
 related 
products and services will he 
taking 
Moscone
 Center by 
storm at the 13th
 West Coast 








 small systems user.
 Here. 
you'll  base attess to the 
leading
 edge of technology with
 
Vertical 
Market  Matching 
His 
siitttsort  ttI Ic 
,nct int need, 
Pr4duct Matching 
An 
easy method of 




















 new in the industry 
Headed
 
by such industry leaders 

















Presentation  Sessions 
:1 new 
teature







And Much More! 
.Such as Computer 

















There  for 
the  Computer Mike
-Over! 














 Sun. 10am-4pm 
For 
more  information.
 call (617)  
449-8938 

































































 in a 



























cause  a variety



































not  getting 
enough
 calories,
 iron or 
calcium.  
Overall,  the 

































diet -related health 







Nearly  a million 
adults  die an-
nually of cardiovascular
 disease that 
may 
be related to the
 consumption 
of 
high -cholesterol foods. 

Osteoporosis,  a disease caused 
by the leaching 




 to 20 million
 adults. 
 Front eight 
and 12 million 
chil-
dren are hungry due







Community  Supporter, 
On April 21, 22, 23, 






AGAINST  AIDS is 
presenting a 
production of the 
critically  acclaimed stage 
play WARREN. 
WARREN,  although the 
central character is 
a 
young  man with AIDS, 
is
 a story that focuses 
on
 the 
support and love 
that
 his family offers. 
I would like to take this 
opportunity to invite you to attend 
the opening 
performance  on April 21, 1988 
at 8PM in 
Sweeney Hall 100 on the San
 Jose State University campus 
Tickets
 for this performance 
are $15.00. This performance
 
will be a 
benefit
 for STUDENT MOBILIZATION
 AGAINST AIDS/ 
TRI-LINGUAL AIDS 
EDUCATION  PROJECT; STUDENT 
HEALTII 
ADVISORY 
COMMITTEE / PEER AIDS EDUCATION
 PROGRAM 
and MINORITY
 AIDS PROJECT OF SANTA CLARA
 COUNTY. 
After the 
performance  there will be a catered reception 
where you 




director. The director for the production is 
Michael 
Kearns. Michael is the founder of ARTISTS
 CONFRONTING 
AIDS, and also is working member of the 
theater
 and film 
community. 





 you a moving 
theatre
 experience. 
For more information, 
please
 call (408) 924-6240 















study said that the present 
sy stem of 
government regulations in 
the meat industry tends to put more 
animal fat on American tables. 
"The present grading 
system  for 
retail meats is not only costly and in-
efficient but it encourages
 the over -
fattening
 of beef and
 lamb." the re-
port  said. 
"Trimming  
of
 fat at 
slaughter  or 
at
 purchase 
is only a 
partial,
 short-term  
response.  The 
real solution
 lies in the 






 in the study 




 pemiii the 
re-
moval of 
fat front carcasses 
immedi-
ately after 





 ' ' 




producers  for 
additional  fat in 
the
 carcasses, 




also recommended that 
ways be titund 
to reduce the choles-
terol in animal 
products,  to identify 
the fat and protein
 content of live an-
imals and carcasses,
 and to reduce 
the fat and 
fatty  acid ratios of meat,
 
milk and eggs 




study  said that 
the Food and 
Drug  Administration 
should establish standards 
for such 
terms as "natural" and that 
the 
USDA restrict use of 
the terms 
"light". "lite' ' 
and "lean" to 
'some  
objective standard'' for cuts 
of meat. 
The terms then would apply 
to specific 
nutrient content and iden-






























Kodacolor,  roil 
or
 other standard




























































But of all the major 
changes  that 
have taken place since
 the 60's. one 
is hardly visible
 at all: the change 
that has taken place
 in the Pill. 
In 1960,
 the Pill contained as 
much 
as 150 mcgs. of the hormone
 
estrogen. Today, it's 
down
 to 35 
mcgs, or less. That 
afraction  of the 
original dosage. 
Yet, today's
 Pill is as effective
 as 






But is the Pill right for you? 
You 
should
 see your doctor to 
help  you 
answer that. If the
 answer is yes, 
then the ultimate 
decision  is yours. 
And it's 
important  that you learn all 
you can about 
oral contraceptives.
 
First  and foremost, what 
are the 
risks? Does the Pill cause cancer? 
Will it make you less fertile?
 Do you 
need to take a rest from 
it? These are 
just a few questions 
that
 have sur-
rounded the Pill 
since 1960. Ques-
tions which must be addressed by 
you  and your physician. 
What about the Pill and breast 
cancer? Although there are 
conflict-
ing reports concerning
 this issue. 
the Centers for Disease Control 
reported that women 
who took the 
Pill, even for 15 years, ran no higher 
risk of breast cancer 
than
 women 
who didn't. The CDC also reported 
that ovarian and uterine cancer are 
substantially less common among 
women
 





The Pill has been shown to have 
other health benefits as well. Pill 




inflammatory disease (tubal infec-
tions), benign breast disease, ovari-
an cysts and iron deficiency anemia, 
not to mention menstrual cramps. 
But if the Pill is so effective at pre-
venting 
pregnancy,
 can it later pre-
vent you from having a baby when 










 the Pill, taking 
it 
will not 




later. Some women may
 





 so. most women usually 
become pregnant
 soon. 
One piece of advice you may 
have  
heard if you're on the Pill is that you 
should take an 
occasional





 basis for 
this advice 
Furthermore,  a rest 
could turn out to 
be
 anything but 
restful, since switching to a less 
effective
 form of birth control 
increases
 your chances for un. 
planned pregnancy. 
Now that you know what the risks 
aren't,  you should know what the 
risks are For example, if you are 
taking the Pill,  you should not 
smoke. Especially 
if you are over 35. 
Cigarette 3moking is known to 
increase the risk of serious and pos-
sibly life -threatening adverse effects 
on the heart and blood vessels from 
Pill use. What's
 more, women with 
certain
 conditions or medical histo-
ries should not
 use the Pill. 
Even if you're already on the 
Pill, 
you should see your doctor at least 
once a year. And 
read the patient 
information
 regularly. 
Taking the Pill 
is easy. Deciding 
whether 
or not to take it isn't. That's 
why it's so important for you to 
make an informed
 decision. Contin-
ue reading everything you can about
 
birth
 control methods. Seek out reli-
able sources. Talk to your doctor. 





right direction. Just think, since you 
began reading this, there's 
a good 
chance your knowledge level about 
the  Pill has increased.
 Considerably. 
A message front the Association of 
Reproductive  Health Prqesstonals through an 











































































































p.m.  in 







































































































































































































































 meeting. 2 
p.m.  S.U. Alma-
den Room.





















7:30  p.m. 












Auditions  for 
"Warren."
 4-6 
p.m.  S.U. 
Umunhum  Room.
 Call 
924-6240  for 
information.  
Marketing  Club:
 5th annual 
Maui  
Raffle. 
Sign-up  tables 
in












































































4:30  p.m. 
S.U.  Almaden 
Room. 












































 '101. 8 p.m. 
University 




SJSU Vovinam Viet 
Vo Dao Club: 
Vietnamese  martial art practic. 5:30-

































Call  for appt 279-9694
  
NEED MEDICAL INSURANCE? We 
have plans
 with quality coverage 
at Worktable 
micros Call Mark FII. 
I.. Washington National Maur 
once. (406)9430190 
for a no obli-
gation quote 
PRIVATE ADOPTION whore to begin"
 
information for 
couples  ond sin. 
gles 
wishing 
to adopt Pregnant 
mothors-you have  choice 
Please call (408) 338-9253 
SJSU SINGLE PARENTS A camp. 
group
 Is bang formed for fun  
support Call 2484701 
STUDENT DENTAL OPTICAL PLAN 
Enroll now. Save 
your tooth. eyes 
and
 money
 too For information
 





WE DON T HAVE THE ANSWERS,  but 
that s OK 
We are church com-
munity that values the individual 
search for one  own truth The 
FIRST
 
UNITARIAN CHURCH of 
San Jose offers creative services 
stimulating  discussion 8 
oppor-
tunities
 for social action We or* 
located at 160 N 3rd 
St Join us 
Sundays at 11 000, call 212.3858 
AUTOMOTIVE  
63 SUZUKI GS450E
 cond only 4K 
mi,  new tiros,  red sporty 8 eco. 
nornical 5950 ho Call 293-0757 
76 CHEVY 
NOVA" Good condition 
112000,
 
 boot offer Call 
7324438
 
71 CAMARO 8.441.1 
cwdltIon.  too 
many 







PC-COM PC.COM PC-COM". IB 
PA AT XT 
compatibles  and accos. 
sone* Located at 2515 5 King 
Road Call 238-1038 Special 8% 
off for SJSU with ID 














MONO MONITOR 8 BD 575 MS-wrd
 
31
 175 MS °bask 
$25 elrcir
 






 unique bookstor. 
specializing 
In books on history current 






Marxism  Wrgton by 
Blocks. Chicano*. Asians. 
labor 
activists. Marxists
 We also have 
In 
English












valley in .141. 
tion we hove 
fiction  and 0511. 
Ora,  books 
Located  al 950 5 
First SI . San
 Jose (3 Wk.

























need rellobie stable people 
Into.  
est.
 In owning 
their  own busi 
nes We 
woad.  salon  
man  
agerriont training &  
guaronteed  
Income 
when  quad'. Call David 
Zeclver
 or Dick 
Adams  al 371 
4663 
OFFICE CLERK 
NEEDED  for night. 
o nd 





 Russell s 
Furni-
ture al 
4310344.  ask for Jena 
FILLMORE 
FINGERS -the conc.slons 
company  for 
SHORELINE  
AMPHI-
THEATRE  & SPARTAN 
STADIUM 
Is now hiring 












 la atersys 
looking
 for new.  
enthusiastic  
work*. to pin 
our team Apply at 
2831 
Mordlan






 NEEDED for busy 
now 
downtown  













sacking PT employ. w 











 and Inns. 




 scientific. end 
political conditions in home coun-






 resume to BCS 
Intl.
 
700 St Marys PI 




 call (600) 
629-2826, Ed 856 
FOREIGN
 STUDENTS AND SCHOL-
ARS" loll 
busi.sse  and Inns -
tors se.4, foreign nationals 
with  
first 





pond.' conditions In home 
coun-
try for consulting assistance For 
into
 
.and mourn* to BCS Int'l. 
700 St Marys PI Suit. 1400.
 Son 
Antonio, 
Tv.  78205 or call 18001 
642-5254 
FORMER PAINT AMERICA 
painter.  or 
exporkenced painters 








St MILLION through 
the SJSU TOP'
 Learn valuable 
career enhancing skills Enjoy the 
bowl benefit pack.e  anywhere 
around' Make good money too' 
Call MItch at 924-1129
 
LIFEGUARDS  Seasonal










managers 6700-58 60 hr Call 
942-2470 
MODEL SEARCH' All ago., high fash-
ion TV 
commacial  print work 
Marl L Agence
 call 3744090 
PART-TIME 
CHILDCARE  POSITIONS 
availed. lowedistoly









TIME JOBS oval& 
able'













 TIME SS IShr 
SC SVL 
31
 32 hrs Suolluirs oft RPM 





 Hr. 2-8P111 
ECE Is rs. 
dined.  pays 885, Cell 
2860883   
RED EYE is looking for
 assistant man 
axiom 
full time & part time in our 
local
 storm* We II work 
around  
school 
ochodules but must have?
 
mornings











SALES PT FT 
Ilnancloi  service. Es. 
cello.  opportunity 
Send  roadie 






 PT security offl 
cars. all shifts FT PT 
evening 
procsms servers We Tall train 






SECURITY RECEPTION all shifts
 
11 pf 
55.841n to start Full 
bawds,
 no 
ewerlonce needed Apply VAN-




Okott  & Son To-
rnasSanta Clara
 Call 727-8792 
SHIPPING 
RECEIVING CLERK op.. 
ing et Varian line. 
Tuba Division 
Requires 2 yrs amorist.ce in 
stores, ship mo 
or *qua plus 
ability
 to lift 50111$, fork HA certifi-
cate and Callfornlo driver li-
cense Mutt be U 9 citizen Call 
4 I 
5-493-
 1800. xl 
445  
TEACHERS
 PRESCHOOL' Extended 



















 ...nous Afternoon 
evening shin. wail.. Good 
voice & 





CERTS,  FUN' Work for Morn. 
Jefferson  Up to 6705,. 
aftm 
eves Doan' SJ grad came.
 Call 









.. or *lock dorys 
on short  loom  
assignments NOW E CAN  
ox at 
Tailored  Inventory 740.0240 Mon. 
day through 
Friday  
TRAINING SPECIALIST Direct care 
stag needed 
for  residential WM. 
lies for adolescents and young 
odults with autism 8 related disa-










 58-57 25 hr Call for 
appli-
cations
 & information 
374-6224  




 lime openings for automated 
VAC EOPMT OPRS on swing
 
sink graveand
 8 weekend shtft 
IF S.S.M) RAM to 7 30 PM) Phys. 
les, electronic or 
mechanical  
orientation and U S 
citizen re-
quer.
 Call 415-493-1800. est 
445 
WEEKENDS-68 hr to start Outdoor 
sales 
Lawn aeration and 
fertiliza-
tion 
wadi Start this Saturday 
Call Grew Thumb Lawn Service -
&inn... al 7324443 
WE RE TALKING 
FLEXIBLE waling 






about a greet loam
 
and starting of 
the TOP' The best port 







 1 BATH. 
Carport, walk to campus
 no pas 
5995 *0
 Call 724-3939 288-8840
 
Licensed agent 
CLOSE TO CAMPUS t bedroom I 








 YOU from that no gain 
ront & into your 
own mobilo 











 335 S 
Baywood  
Ave 





















peg of  research rodeo If you 
ha.






years old pie.. call 
Pair...  Col 
loge of 
Chiropractic  West




BARE IT ALL' Slop 
shaving  Trolling 

















before May 31 1988 
and 
get
 your Mat Tod 
at 1 2 price 
Unwonted Hair DI.pgmers With 
My Core Gwen 
Chekgren RE 








 the only 
...nen,  
















0 D Quality 
and Psi 
service
 at oxtranoly low 










by the leading amigo*.
 Super 
thin lenses for 
high
 pow.. R. 
Open 7 
dey  weerk insurance
 
and Mioncel
 are *way wet 
corned &AU slucloint & 
staff el 
ways hen 10% 
off  Call for and 
nom'. 405 E Santa 
Cie. St 
9th,
 call 095-0488 We speak Via 




solved.  tutoring by phone II any 
lorv.1 
Sessions  1 4 to 1 hour Call 
(415) 796 8497 
PHOTOGRAPHIC  
MEMORIES'
 Lot me 




photos  for loss" Bud-
get and dolux packages from 
1299 You 
keep




OISC JOCKEY by 
Desiree WON 
formerly of KSJS 




mord.  wide variety of 
music 
for your wedding, 
parry  or dance 





















YOUR WEDDING PHOTOGRAPHED 
by a profossional high quality. 
budget
 
price,  h. Inforr.tIon 
Call 









fessional typist' Al 
90 words  
minute I 
can  make all your papers 








4 &Avery Avsil 





 ACCUR AC Y ACHIEVEMENT. 
ACCOUNTABILITY. ACKNOWL 
EDGEABLE in typing Met  tops 
Trust 
TONY
 296-2067 Thanks 
St
 50 per paw double spaced 
Available seven
 days wookly 




A A.1 SECRETARY 
with
 computer 
CID. to school Arallable night  














term  pews thee. 
resurne  I cover 1.11ers I look 
/onward to .ryIng
 your typing 
needs this *arrester Mfy 
rates  
8 30  m 5 00 pm  Jane 251-
5942 
ABSTRACT WE RE NOT-lettor quality 



















sciencel etc at 251-0449 
ACADEMIC TYPING WORD PROCE. 
RESSING Thesis work  dm-
daily Ewen..." counts' Group 
papers
 welcomo Standard & mi-
crocasene 
tronscridion  Free 
disk storage snd gonoro. SRI.
 
DENT DISCOUNT 17 yers woe-










MERE GOES OMER 
hf..WHER6 
AVOW MOT HEY 
SAY ABOUT CWeL.5 
WHO 





















PROW fa 1E 
(ROHM SISTERS
 





















































































5NCE ifA ItIA CI4ARGE, 
Z "WOW" 













Laugh  Lines 































































































 vOu RE A 
IPEDiUld,
 ARE
 '40U A MEDIUM  
SIZED 
MEDIUM





































 A P55IC143C AND
 VOu 
tooft















































  '  
/7
 















PROF  TYPING 
word
 





































up  delivery 
270-8936  
CALL  LINDA 
TODAY.
 Avoid the rush'
 
Reserve nec for your
 term pa. 
per. group
 cod.. Mos.. etc 
Profossional word proco.Ing 
free 













FAVOR'  Tabs ad. 
vantexp 
of
 our expert. Top sec. 
retort.' servIce tor all





manuscripts  reports. re-
..s term paper th.es We 
also provide 
disk Morne odking 
grammar and moll checklno 
PS 
Laeac 
printing or printing 
from
 your disk Special discount 
for faculty end students Call 
Printy  WORDWORKS
 II 14081  
253-WORD or 
253-WORK 
ENTERPRISE  WORD PROCESSING 





ropetitiv. letters Iran 




















mailing  lists flyers newsidlers 
Inotructor  protects welcome 
Cluallty guaranteed On 
campus 
pickup 
dollvery  Call (406) 
274-
3684 tleave message) 
EXPERIENCED SECRETARY




 legal word 
procreating
 needs Term 
papers 
rood,.  resumes 'snore woup 
prolects. 
mentions  theirs, etc All 
o
cedornIc formats & 
APA Fr. 
disk storm.. 
SPELCHEK.  punc 
Notion.
 gramme. assistance AM 
wog. guaranteed For that prof.. -
.ions, quick & depoodable worry. 
free siva.
 al Its best with AF-
FORDABLE  RATES. 
call
 PAM ot 





GOOD TYPIST" Reasonable rates 
Call Eva *I 2514285 or 272-5033 
Will lack -upend deliver 
LASERJET OUTPUT Vans of 
expert.  
w oe serving SJSU faculty and 
students All wog. guarantoed 









editing  typing 
of 
rolOols







pendable Only 12 
minutes from 
campus Pickup avollstne










enced. proloosional typing 
sera.  
I. for term papers group
 mo-
peds, and rd. reports Resumes 
end cora letters Frike 
spelling 
chock 
Letter quality printers 





CESSING" 12 yaws socretarlal
 
dperience No lob too large or 
too small Rate 
Student 
112 50 hr Reg 618 00 hr Plour 












 arra. 40 yeas woo 
nonce Carver Consultations 
Swine. All









reasonable  & near the 










 so  type you pan, 
get down Laser output & spell 
proofed Call Dinal Pubs at WS 
3941 977.7999 blooper 
TYPING'. 
REASONABLE
 RATES"  




 Clare area 




 robs are 
my
 spa 
dal.. Turn your 
handmrinon  









Phone 292.0693 i Pave 
WORDPROCESSING 
REPORTS mr 
tors resumes manuscripts legal 
Edging 








AREA" 15 yrs expermnce Cheap 
ond 
last' II 25 per page double 
spaced 




Minimum three lines 















5 l,nes $575 
$600 












Fach Additional  Line 






























































Your  Ad Here 
lCounr




















11111111   
Print 
Name    
Address
































 NO. lowed Oulu& D8h701 













































moved  from the 
cramped  office 
space
 they first occu-











grouth  that 
foresees
 as many 
as
 16.0(X) v 
isits  per 
year 
in
 1992. the center










we have a 
limited 
number  of 







 had to be 
removed  to 
make
 room for two 
Video  machines. 
This will soon happen again
 as Aziz 
puts in an order 
for  more video ma-




'Videos teach the mannerisms 
that 
could  not be learned 
with
 audio 
alone.  she said, hut this 
trade-off is 
unsatisfactory. because students 
en-
rolled in these flexible schedule lan-
guage
 programs "come 
at their own 
times and equipment should be 
available.
 
"This center is the answer 
for  
people who have a conflict 
of 
hours." hut want to individually 
study a language, she said. 
"We 
cannot teach these people with the 
same appoach we use  in the class-





And that means 
more machines 
and more 
space  to hold them. 
Students have
 agreed that the cen-
ter's vide( 
machines, audio ma-
chines cowl ters and textbooks are 






to their own time 
schedule,  they are 
able








 the nerve center








 of study 
on the lab's 




exams, tutoring and 
advising. 
With so much 
going on in 
the small 
center,  "more 
privacy  is 
needed,"  Aziz said. 
Oral exams
 are given after each
 
unit,
 so that a student who 
enrolled  




 a professor dur-
ing the semester. 
Students may also 
sign up 
for  one or two units. Test 
dates are 
flexible,  with only a dead-
line
 set up as the last possible day 
to 
take a test for each unit. Before the 
deadline, the test may be taken at 
any time the student 
feels ready. 
The rest of the time,  the 
student
 
studies a text and uses the
 center 
about two hours 
per week. Help is 
available whenever a 
student  may 
need it in between 
meetings with an 
instructor. 
"We're 
always  here," Aziz said. 
The films
 that the center 
uses  are 
made in the





















through the door of the language lab 
every day. Aziz 
said
 her hope is 





page  I 
lieves a realistic 
completion  date is 
in December, the 
contractor  does not 
leel that the project can be com-
pleted by then." McLennan said. 
"It is up to 
them  to negotiate, hut 
at this point 
the  most important thing 
is just to get the project done." he 
added. 
McLennan claimed that although
 
the i»eeting, was helpful, not all of 
his 
concerns  were addressed. 
  What
 we 
needed to discuss more 
in the ifleeting 
was the issue of alter-
nate funding to cover the 
final cost 
of the Center." McLennan said.": 
told them the students were very 
concerned about finding some means 
to  cover the 












The Chancellor's Office is sched-
uled to have a similar meeting in 
about two months, after PMA has 
additional time to further analyze the 
cost overruns and the proposed cost 
to 
complete
 the project. 
"We don't have a date yet. but as 
soon
 as PMA completes
 their more 
intensive
 study of 
the  problems we 
will
 know more about the 
issues at 

















 you play volleyball? Tennis? Windsurf? 
Dance?  Sing? Play a guitar or other musical 
instrument? Are you interested in an 
op-
portunity to 
learn Japanese? Or are you 
just a great personality 
who can entertain 
others into having the time of their lives? 
If you
 can do one or more of these activi-
ties, we have the


























































arts &  
crafts,
 
































































Debra  A. 
Sampson
 Boogaard at Career Planning 
and 
Placement for an 
appointment  to meet 
with
 us on April 18. 
Pacific Islands Club is an Equal Opportunity 
Employer and all 
U.S.  laws apply. Proof of eligibility 
to work in the 




Durham  Daily staff photographer 
It's try -out time for




by the Student Union to 
show off their 
acro-
cheerleading 
































1922  the 
Constitution


































































































she  said. 
"We must 
choose about 10 pieces 












the San Jose Museum Art School, 
and SJSU art instructors Claude Fer-
guson. Al Preciado and Consuelo 
Underwood. 
The awards ceremony will be at 
6:30  p.m. on April 14 in the Student 
Union Umunhum Room. 
The
 High School Art Exhibition 
will be open for public viewing in 
Gallery 1 of the An Building 




RALEIGH. N.C. (AP) 
 An ex-
pert parachutist apparently fell to his 
death when he jumped from a plane 
without
 realizing that he wasn't 
wearing
 a 
parachute,  officials say. 
The Federal Aviation Administra-
tion is 
investigating  the death Satur-
day of Ivan 
Lester  McGuire to see if 
pilot 
Mark
 Luman had  
checked  to 
see 
















I never imagined I would be walking
 
into .1 mouse's 
nightmare.  There  ere 
cats 
everywhere.  
Cat plaques, cat 
statues,  cat clocks,.  
cven a cat 
mat.

















thought,  and began






 could be a 
lot less than 
purnfect.  
Rut  then she came 
home, and 
Mark 





 pants.  In 
fact, you 
could say
 she was the cat's  
meow,  








olate  Mint. Now that 
was something 
I could 
relate  to. Then she 
brought
 it 




 china RI ever seen. AS 
we 







CS the theater as much as I do, but, 





are  taking her 
next 
month. 
wencral  Foods 
International
 
Coffees.  
Share
 
the feeling. 
